INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA IN THE CONTEXT OF PROTECTIONARY MEASURES AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19

The Société Anonyme under the trade name "Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre Single Member S.A." (hereinafter "SNFCC S.A."), with registered seat at 364 Syggrou Avenue, P.C. 176 74 Kallithea, Attica, in the context of the implementation of the governmental measures against the Covid-19 pandemic and for the safety of visitors during their visit at the premises of the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Centre (hereinafter referred to as "SNFCC"), wishes to inform you regarding the processing of your personal data and in particular your health data during your participation in SNFCC S.A. events, conducted in its capacity as a Data Controller in compliance with the national and European legislation on personal data protection, as applicable, and in particular the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 ("GDPR"), Law 4624/2019 and the decisions, consultations and instructions of the Hellenic Personal Data Protection Authority.

Pursuant to Article 33 of Law 4816/2021 and the Joint Ministerial Decision (JMD) No. D1a/GP.oik.69136 /FEK/B/5138/05.11.2021, outlining the emergency measures for the protection of public health from COVID-19 that will be in force from Saturday, 6 November 2021 until Monday, 22 November 2021 and any subsequent JMD related to the extension of such measures, SNFCC S.A., in its capacity as the Data Controller, is obliged to check, upon the entry of visitors in the premises of SNFCC (indoor areas of the SNFCC and outdoor areas in the context of sport activities) the validity, authenticity and integrity of vaccination certificates or attestations of vaccination or recovery or PCR or Rapid or the self-diagnostic tests of minors.

The present document intends to provide you with information on how the Data Controller processes your personal data within this framework.

PERSONAL DATA THAT WE PROCESS

While checking the validity, authenticity and integrity of certificates and attestations for Covid-19 (including the PCR or Rapid test), our specially authorized staff and our partners use mobile terminals with the specific mobile application "Covid Free GR" of the Ministry of Digital Governance.

When scanning the relevant QR Code, only the following information is being displayed on the on-line application: (a) full name of the natural person and (b) indication regarding the validity, authenticity or integrity or not of the scanned certificate or attestation.

During the above check, we proceed only to the necessary processing of your personal data and we do not store or by any means keep copies thereof. The verification of the certificate or attestation using the application and the simultaneous identification of its holder does not involve any storage of personal data on terminal devices of our staff and partners.

In cases where participation in an event or sport activity requires the demonstration of a self-diagnostic test of a minor, SNFCC S.A. may carry out an identity check of the minor. During the above check, we process only the necessary data and we do not store or by any mean keep copies thereof.
LEGAL BASES AND PURPOSES OF PROCESSING

We process your above-mentioned personal data in the context of our legal obligation under Article 6 par. 1 (c) of the GDPR, as well as for reasons of public interest in the sector of public health, on the basis of Article 9 par. 2 (g) and (i) of the GDPR and as provided by the provisions of Article 33 of Law 4816/2021 and by the relevant applicable JMD outlining the emergency measures for the protection of public health and for as long as this obligation lasts. The sole purpose of such processing is the verification of the validity, authenticity and integrity of the relevant certificates or attestations for Covid-19.

DISCLOSURE OF YOUR PERSONAL DATA

Your data is accessible only to duly authorized staff of the Data Controller who are entrusted with the relevant tasks and to the staff of spectator services providers as processors on our behalf.

We do not transfer your personal data outside the European Economic Area (EEA).

RETENTION PERIOD

Following the verification of your ID, we terminate the relevant processing and we do not keep or by any means store your personal data.

YOUR RIGHTS

You may exercise at any time the rights to access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing, data portability, opposition, objection to automated decision-making, as well as file a complaint before the competent Supervisory Authority (Hellenic Data Protection Authority, 1 Kifisias Avenue, Athens, P.C. 115 23, Athens, complaints@dpa.gr).

CONTACT

To exercise your rights, as well as for any comments, queries or requests related to the use of your personal data or to the present data protection policy, you may contact us using the following contact details: SNFCC S.A. Data Protection Officer Telephone: 21 6809 1000, E-mail: dpo@snfcc.org.